Active insulin infusion using optimal and derivative-weighted control.
Close control of blood glucose levels significantly reduces vascular complications in Type I diabetes. A control method for the automation of insulin infusion that utilizes emerging technologies in blood glucose biosensors is presented. The controller developed provides tighter, more optimal control of blood glucose levels, while accounting for variation in patient response, insulin employed and sensor bandwidth. Particular emphasis is placed on controller simplicity and robustness necessary for medical devices and implants.A PD controller with heavy emphasis on the derivative term is found to outperform the typically used proportional-weighted controllers in glucose tolerance and multi-meal tests. Simulation results show reductions of over 50% in the magnitude and duration of blood glucose excursions from basal levels. A closed-form steady state optimal solution is also developed as a benchmark, and results in a flat glucose response. The impact and trade-offs associated with sensor bandwidth, sensor lag and proportional versus derivative-based control methods are illustrated. Overall, emerging blood glucose sensor technologies that enable frequent measurement are shown to enable more effective, automated control of blood glucose levels within a tight, acceptable range for Type I and II diabetic individuals.